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The mathematical and other thoughts of a now retired math teacher, Tuesday, 6 May On This Day in Math May 6 When you can measure what you are talking about and express it in numbers, you know something
about it Lord William Thomson Kelvin The th day of the year; nine points around a circle form the vertices of
unique quadrilaterals. This year , because it is NOT a leap year, will have prime days of the month. Today is
obviously NOT one of them. He communicated this in a letter to Goldbach dated 6 May The proof relies on
infinite descent. The statement was announced by Fermat in , but he supplied no proof. The "penny black" and
"twopenny blue" stamps showed the profile of Queen Victoria. The tower was inaugurated on 31 March , and
opened on 6 May. Does anyone know when if this has been removed, changed to something else? Can you
guess what it is? Your are right, this is a Taylor series. These are her husbands eight by last count Taylor has
departed the matrimonial game Maurice Wilkes had assembled the machine -- the first practical
stored-program computer -- at Cambridge University an earlier machine at the University of Manchester was
too small for practical purposes. His ideas grew out of the Moore School lectures he had attended three years
earlier at the University of Pennsylvania. For programming the EDSAC, Wilkes established a library of short
programs called subroutines stored on punched paper tapes. It performed operations per second. Among his
fellow Huguenot exiles in England, he was a colleague of the editor and translator Pierre des Maizeaux. De
Moivre wrote a book on probability theory, The Doctrine of Chances, said to have been prized by gamblers.
He also published on a wide range of topics from his own major works on geometry, to works on applied
mechanics including the theory of machines. His work on machines includes much in the area of applied
mechanics, but he was also interested in applied hydrodynamics and steam engines. In fact he published
interesting work on the history of steam engines. Ohm was the first to fully develop the theory of the
exponential ab when both a and b are complex numbers in He is also often credited with introducing the name
"golden section" goldener Schnitt. He had a very high opinion of himself as the following quotation indicates.
I enjoy it all the same since I always meet there some young mathematicians with whom I talk. He worked
extensively on the motions of the satellites of Jupiter, determining their masses and orbits from decades of
observations. He redetermined the fundamental constants of astronomy and determined the variation of the
rotation of the earth. He also performed statistical studies of the distribution and motions of stars, but today he
is best known for his contributions to cosmology. Later, he and Einstein found an expanding universe solution
without space curvature. He is especially known for his foundational work in number theory and algebraic
geometry. He was a founding member and the de facto early leader of the influential Bourbaki group. The
philosopher Simone Weil was his sister.. Kapitza in Moscow produced similar results at about the same time.
Their two articles were published together in the 8 Jan issue of the journal Nature. Superfluidity is a visible
manifestation resulting from the quantum mechanics of Bose- Einstein condensation. By , research in Moscow
delved into the microscopic aspect, which Allen did not pursue. Louis, Missouri, USA - 4 Mar at age 80
American physicist who worked in such wide-ranging fields as microwave physics, cosmology, and relativity.
As an inspired theorist and a successful experimentalist, his unifying theme was the application of powerful
and scrupulously controlled experimental methods to issues that really matter. He also made a number of
significant contributions to radar technology and to the field of atomic physics. His visualization of an
oscillating universe stimulated the discovery of the cosmic microwave background, the most direct evidence
that our universe really did expand from a dense state. A key instrument in measurements of this fossil of the
Big Bang is the microwave radiometer he invented. His patents ranged from clothes dryers to lasers. In fact,
just to make things even more confusing, Cyriaque de Mangin also used the pseudonym Denis Henrion. He
was of Basque origin. Little is known of his life except that he taught for most of it in Paris. It was published
in and a second edition the next year. It appears that he may have been the first to use the inverted T for
perpendicular as well. Boole, De Morgan and Venn followed him, but Hamilton helped begin this
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development and his work, although not of great depth, influenced Boole to produce a much more
sophisticated system. Sadly, however, Hamilton claimed that De Morgan was guilty of plagiarism which was a
ridiculous suggestion. Scholtz became the school director of the Lutheranian Grammar School in
Unfortunately this excellent school was closed in , and most of its equipment was lost. Due to the initiative
and support of its former well-known students, among others Wigner, it was reopened in after being closed for
thirty-seven years. His work achieves a synthesis between these areas. He is one of the most important
mathematicians of the first half of the 20C. Luke published eight books and nearly papers in a wide variety of
mathematical areas, ranging from aeronautics to approximation theory. By his own estimation, Luke reviewed
over papers and books throughout his career. He is the founder and editor-in-chief of the Journal of
Differential Geometry, an influential journal in the domain. During his early age, he focused on projective
geometry. His interests were largely extended after his research in Harvard, including two-dimensional
Riemannian manifolds with boundary, conformal transformation problems, complex manifold, curvature and
characteristic classes, etc.
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Science Fiction Cinema of the s: Science Fiction Cinema of the s here: The film is scored by Paul J. Co-stars
Paul Lukas as Prof. The legend of a strange horned sea monster has been wreaking havoc with sailing vessels
in the South Pacific. On the surface there is hunger and fear. Men still exercise unjust laws. They fight, tear
one another to pieces. A mere few feet beneath the waves their reign ceases, their evil drowns. Here on the
ocean floor is the only independence. Here I am free! Imagine what would happen if they controlled machines
such as this submarine boat. They eat liars with the same enthusiasm as they eat honest men. Actors portraying
the cannibals chasing Ned Land painted humorous messages on their foreheads not legible on-screen. The
climactic squid battle on the Nautilus was originally shot with a serene sunset and a calm sea. Director
Richard Fleischer was troubled by the look of it because the cams and gears that operated the squid could
easily be seen, making it look obviously fake. Walt Disney visited the set one day and Fleischer told him
about the problem. Disney came up with the idea of having the squid battle take place during a fierce storm
another story is that it was actually screenwriter Earl Felton who came up with the idea. The scene was reshot
that way and is considered by many to be the highlight of the film. The Creature or Gill Man is one of the
most famous monsters that has endured, and perhaps one of the most emblematic figures of s science fiction.
His suit designed by Bud Westmore and team of uncredited designers. The Creature suit was extremely form
fitting, too tight to be worn over aquatic breathing equipment. The swimmer would have to hold his breath for
extended periods of time. Ricou Browning wore the underwater suit which was lighter is color in order to
make it stand out in the darker underwater scenes. Because he was able to hold his breath for five minutes,
Browning was responsible for the stunning underwater scenes. Arnold and Alland did play their originating
the design , but actress and artist Millicent Patrick was chiefly responsible for the look of the Gill-Man. At the
make up shop, Chris Mueller developed a bust of the Creature using one of Ann Sheridan as the basis. Also
contributing to the design were Jack Kevan and Westmore himself, head of the make up division. Even I,
Lucas, have heard the legend of a man-fish. Embedded in the narrative is a simultaneous pathos, that permits
these monsters to express human desires, and then make sure that those desires are thwarted, frustrated and
ultimately destroyed. Edward Thompson study the fossil of an amphibian man found near the Amazon. The
crew catches something in their netâ€¦ and whatever it wasâ€¦ has ripped a giant Gill Man size hole in it
leaving behind a claw! The creature trapped in a bamboo cageâ€¦ floats, quietly thinking deep
thoughtsâ€”while the three look on pondering what to do with him.. Creature From the Black Lagoon
illustrates the classic theme of the triangle between David Reed Richard Carlson who is the thoughtful
reflexive intellectual, Mark Williams Richard Denning is the hot-headed aggressive male. And in the middle is
The Gill Man who creates an ethical conflict between the two scientists over what should be done with the
creature. Mark wants to acquire him by any means possible, killing him would be the most expeditious, but
David wants to either capture him as a specimen to study or leave him where he belongs â€”in the Black
Lagoon. Once they arrive with their little craft, Kay decides to take a swim, and as she performs her water
ballet, she catches the eye of the Creature who like a voyeur watches from below reaching out to barely graze
her delicate foot that dangles within his webbed claw grasp. The Creature makes his presence known and they
drug The Gill Man and they try to hold him captive in a tank on the craft but he escapes, after he attacks and
injures one of the other scientists Dr. Thompson Whit Bissell Mark still wants to stay and fight but David
convinces the captain Nestor Paiva to leave the lagoon, but The Gill Man makes it impossible for the
expedition to leave by jamming a tree as an obstacle in the exit. The two men have to dive to get the boat
loose, but The Gill Man attacks and kills Mark, dragging him away. David tries to set up a drug tipped spear
gun that will knock the Creature out allowing them enough time to free themselves from the barricade but the
Gill Man enraged, climbs up on the boat and steals Kay away down into the lagoon. David follows in pursuit
re-discovering all sorts of little caves and grottoes that he and Mark had found when they had drugged the Gill
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Man and followed his trail before. David finds Kay lying swathed on an altar type rock the centerpiece in the
hazy grotto like a Maxfield Parrish painting. Suddenly the Gill Man rises up out of a pool and confronts
David, heaving him over his head until the rest of the expedition shows up and shoots the Gill Man, who
stumbles back into the dark waters of the lagoon -deeper down, unseen. In the midst of this evolves a sort of a
skewed Romeo and Juliet. An amphibious knight in scaly armor, a rugged green scaly Adonis with limpid
eyes and full lips. The Gill Man is mesmerized by beauty, transformed from being a menace, he becomes
bewitched by love. The arrival of the expedition creates chaos and swampy mayhem due to the intrusion of the
two opportunistic men who tote phallic harpoons around, quarrel and fight with each other over questions of
ethics, how to conduct scientific research and naturally who will conquer Kayâ€” acting like spoiled
children-the both. Only the Gill Man sees her beauty from a place of primal hunger- he desires and worships
her above all else, perhaps with a innate sense of possessing her, but without all the cocky male posturing. In
trying to capture the amphibian man he is driven out of his home in the mysterious upper Amazon by these
otherizing anthropologists. And so the Gill Manâ€”being shot at by spears and besieged by sweaty men in
bourgeois khakis and unfashionable swim trunks blech! Suddenly surrounded by intruders with weapons and
nets, poison and cages. But wait, one of them is leggy and soft and looks divine in her one piece bathing suit
designed by Rosemary Odell The Gill Man goes on a mission to get the girl and so endures his attackers
because he has fallen for the simple beauty of Kay Lawrence Julie Adams. Though his world has become
disordered, the presence of the beautiful Kay Lawrence Julie Adams it has awakened his sexual desire. The
Gill Man watches from below the surface, as Kay Lawrence casually smokes a cigarette, taking long sensual
puffs and throwing the butts upon the lagoon like trinkets for him to delight in. He feels compelled to reach
out for her but decides to be a voyeur a bit longer. Later the Gill Man sees Kay on the beach, the camera
catches a notable deep sigh when he lays those deep green eyes on her. She lets out the obligatory monster
movie scream queen shriek, that siren squeal, you know the kind, with the carefully place hands cupping the
face in shock. One of the men from the expedition takes a machete and tries to attack the creature, and he gets
killed for his efforts. He falls flat on his green gilled face down in the sand.
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Theory Of Evolution Darwin Theory words Since the dawn of humanity, there has been a single question that
has puzzled even the greatest of philosophers and scientists. Humans are, by nature, interested in their past. As
a result, every civilization through out time has sought to find the origin of life, and answered it to meet their
needs. Early civilizations taught that there was a group of gods located on a far off mountain at the edge of the
earth. These gods were responsible everything, ranging from the rising and setting of the s Wells and Nineteen
Eighty Four are two excellent science-fiction novels which explore and give to different views of the future.
Both of the Novels look at the future in different ways because of different social attitudes and structures but
both still have the same view of human nature and what it may lead to. Written and based in the nineteenth
century, The Time Machine explores the Fourth Dimension of space. The protagonist, who is referred to as
The Time Traveller b The Time Travellers partner in The Time Machine is an Elois named Weena which he
had saved towards the beginning of the story and they form quite a tight friendship: Taking Weena like a child
upon my shoulder The relationship was more like father and daughter or older and brother and sister than that
of a couple or man and wife. The Crucible Elizabeth Personal 1, words Prior to the play Miller clearly
establishes what the Salem community would have been like in The children were anything but thankful for
being permitted to walk straight, eyes slightly lowered, arms at the sides, and mouths shut until bidden to
speak This shows us that life in Salem in was very strict and religious. There was a very rigid regime to follow
and everyone should be thankful to god for being allowed to follow it. It was as if it was so rigid someone
would soon burst out a The Clerk Tale Biblical Paradox 1, words To formulate any type of argument using the
Bible as a reference is challenging, since the Bible is diversely perceived from person to person. These varied
perceptions can be results of different translations of the Bible, the cultural background of the reader, or quite
simply, a vagueness with which the Bible can lend itself to multiple interpretations. Nevertheless, there are
certain topics which are void of much gray area, which are explicitly and consistently outlined by the authors
of the v The Civil War Of Rome 1, words The Civil War in the eyes of most people is not glorious, but rather
one of the worst crimes you could possibly commit when the state is all-important. Only under the most
extreme circumstances should one be allowed to in the eyes of the people that is begin a Civil War with just
cause. Caesar took this into consideration, but too many things were going wrong in Rome for him not to
begin the war. The first of many problems was the collapse of the Triumvirate. The Triumvirate was one of the
mai The Key To Successful Fiction Is Characterisation words Development of character forms the single,
most important element of most works fiction, and the way in which we respond to the character has a major
influence on our interpretation and response to the text. For example, try to imagine the short story As Boys to
Wanton Flies by Michael Wilding, without the development of the protagonist, Lionel. Television News
Informing The Public About Significant Events words Tom Walker Dark Forest 1, words A theme that always
has been popular, specially among young people, is terror or the horror stories, there are many books, movies,
TV shows, comics, and so on, but the most expressive, and imaginative, is literature. Literature since a long
time ago, has produced many kinds of horror stories, novels, tales, short stories, plays, even poems, all of them
with very different themes such as vampires, ghosts, lep recons, evil and estrange creatures. A characteristics
of this themes is the fight betwe Before stepping into the caterpillar tunnel I looked back at my parents,
seeking reassurance, but I sensed from their plastered-on grins and overly enters-instil waves that they were
more terrified than I. I gave them a departing wave, grabbed my violin case, and commenced my first solitary
journey. Seated in the plane I began to study the pieces I would soon be performing, trying to dispel the
flutterings i One type of love is Hamlets love toward Ophelia, his romantic love. Shakespeare shows the
everlasting love between two people, which can never be broken, friendship, the friendship Hamlet had with
Horatio. Paternal love was when Hamlet was very affectionate with his mother, in the beginning of the play,
but as it progressed, he became more bitter toward her. Another type of love is the love for power, which
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Claudius The Rise Of Civilization And Writing words The phenomenon of writing has been invented
independently five separate times in the history of man. While History textbooks almost exclusively talk about
the writing of Mesopotamia and Egypt, writing has also been developed in the Indus Valley, China, and
Mesoamerica. This strange phenomenon has led many historians and anthropologist to conclude that writing is
necessary for a complex society to exist. Nevertheless, there was a society located in the Andean Mountain in
present day Peru in which Time Of Year Yellow Leaves Life words In this sonnet That time of year thou
mayst in me behold Shakespeare uses nature to describe lifes stages, while painting a vivid picture of nature in
autumn, we can see his state of mind when using metaphors. The author intertwines nature, time, life, aging,
and death in such broadness that the personal reactions and perceptions of the poem are broad as well, as a
good metaphor does. When speaking of autumn the author fist refers to it as That time of year. Furthermore,
he describes the season The Scientific Revolution A New View Of World words Herbert Butterfield stated
that, Since the Scientific Revolution overturned the authority in science not only of the middle ages but of the
ancient world outshines everything since the rise of Christianity. During the scientific revolution Nicholas
Copernicus, Galileo Galilei and Isaac Newton all voiced their opinions that contradicted the views of the
church. Before the Scientific Revolution, the Bible or Greek philosophers such as Aristotle or astronomers like
Claudius Ptolemy, whose ideas wer He was charged with giving military secrets to Germany. However his
conviction was based on circumstantial evidence. While he suffered on Devils Island new evidence came
about that indicated his innocence and nothing was done about it. Only one man had the courage to do
something about it. His name was Emile Zola. He felt that he had to do something about it so he wrote a
pamphlet to be sent out among the people entitle Type And Type Subject words My writers profile starts first
with a subject. I sometimes go to newsmax. It is a good news site on the web if you want all the details from
little to big about any news topic. I then find a few subjects that I would like t The Killer Angels Chamberlain
A True Leader words Michael Shaara presented Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain in his The Killer Angels not
only as a courageous, heroic soldier with outstanding integrity, but depicted him using tremendous leadership
skills in a large variety of situations. When we were first introduced to Chamberlain he gave a remarkably
motivating speech to over one hundred starved and angry soldiers. With his passionate and honest plea he was
able to break through their barriers of hate and betrayal and inspire them to fight for a be Tyler Durden
Narrator Begins 1, words Fight Club by Chuck Palahnuik follows the crazy, madcap life of a man who
attempts to escape the system that is life by creating mayhem in the world. The main character, the narrator,
throughout the book, remains nameless. He is Mr Ordinary Joe, he goes to work, he does his job, he comes
home, and he spends his money. His job as an auto-recall supervisor is event less and is one of the main
reasons he does not like his life. He has no real friends, and all the time he has free he spends attempti
Taxation Without Representation King George Iii words The colonists during and before the Revolutionary
War believed that they had many well-thought reasons to rebel against England. Some of the most popular
reasons would have to be the concept of Taxation without representation and the famous Stamp Act. Many
colonists were not so concerned with taxes so they sided with the reason of the British restricting their
westward expansion. But those colonists who did not go along with those excuses for rebellion just plain hated
the British for invading t This is mainly due to the fact that it was an undeclared war and was being fought
with unclear objectives. Throughout the conflict it appeared as if the South was prevailing; up until one
climatic battle that turned out to be a failure militarily; it is known as the Tet Offensive. The Tet Offensive
started with d Free research essays on topics related to:
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Moore said Elvis, after joining her in the restaurant playfully ate part of her hamburger and drank some of her
glass of milk. His two opponents were fined for assault and battery. It all started when Presley, home from a
tour, stopped at a gas station and asked manager Ed Hopper to check the gas tank for leaks. Hopper asked
Presley to leave so the station could get back to normal. A witness said Mr. Presley had agreed to move on,
but autograph fans delayed him Hopper then slapped the singer on the back of the head, in which Mr. Presley
leaped from the car and punched him, opening a gash on his eye. An assistant of Mr. Monroe was one of a
group of international movie stars presented to the Queen at the annual royal command film performance. The
movie is a post Civil War drama about four brothers, the eldest of whom is Richard Egan, returns home to find
his sweetheart Debra Paget married to the youngest brother played by Elvis. He is scheduled for another
appearance in January. Later the examiner officially said the entertainer choked to death accidentally. Read
their moving story in this issue of Look Magazine. This is the first animated show created specifically for TV.
UPA is best known as the producers of Mr. Eleven Boston area men are named by the FBI as participants - six
were arrested, two are sitting in jails, two others are sought and one has died of natural causes. Details of how
the case was solved were withheld by director J. The program has been described as a first step towards
manned space flight. The President urged this as a stand-by measure, to be used only when the economic
situation demands it and under proper administrative safeguardsâ€¦ President Eisenhower, disposing of several
widely accepted political rumors, scratches the notion that he will ask Chief Justice Warrant to replace Richard
Nixon on the republican ticketâ€¦ Dr. The event was put on by a local church. Truman told a news conference.
This would be an increase of about 65, a yearâ€¦ The president of the University of Alabama said the college
will readmit Negro Autherine Lucy 26 if ordered by the courts, but extra police may be needed to protect her.
The riot started when followers of anti-tax leader Pierre Poujade tried to block a Communist from voting on
unseating a Poujadist Deputyâ€¦ The U. Later, doctors say that President Eisenhower is fit to run for
re-election and there is no medical reason why he cannot continue an active life for another five to 10 yearsâ€¦
Goes hunting - President Eisenhower flies to South Georgia to ponder his second-term decision. He and an
associate hit the fields in search for quail The suits were based on a petition filed Feb. Lucy was expelled as a
disciplinary measure by the university board of trustees. They said the coed had made the outrageous charges
that school officials conspired with the mob in order to get her out of school. In her petition, she named these
four men and othersâ€¦ Adm. Algerian nationalists carry their revolt against French rule to the streets of Paris
battling helmeted police who halted their march on the National Assembly President Eisenhower plays a
morning round of golf at his home club of Burning Tree in Maryland, lunches at the club and returns to his
office to work on correspondenceâ€¦ Party Boss Khrushchev is ailing, according to Premier Bulganin. We
sometimes drank with him to friendship and peace in the world. We drank martinis during intervals. Kefauver
of Tennessee scores a victory in the NH Primary. The removal of a large picture of Stalin in Communist East
Germany brings on a small-scale riot - touching off fighting between Communist party members. The 10 by
13 foot picture was removed from the front of party headquarters in Finsterwaldeâ€¦ March 22 - Russia
explodes yet another nuclear device according to Atomic Energy Commission Chairman Lewis Strauss. Israel
claimed one and possibly two enemy planes shot downâ€¦ Algiers - Nearly are killed in some of the bloodiest
fighting of the Algerian rebellion and French Minister Resident Robert Lacoaste is reported asking for , more
soldiers to put down the revoltâ€¦ Five marine recruits drown during training at Parris Island. The DI is under
investigation, but witnesses say he tried valiantly to save his men and was the last man alive out of the tidal
stream in which the victims drownedâ€¦ Cannon booming, rockets soaring, flowers showered from the sky and
thousands cheer as Grace Kelly rejoins Prince rainier III and makes her gala entry into Monte Carlo. Only a
few got through. Cole was shaken up but unhurt when several white men assaulted him across the footlights
while he was singing before nearly white persons. They knocked him off of his piano stool. Six men were
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arrested. If indeed it has not lost, its leadership in the world. The crowd of included Charlie Chaplinâ€¦
President Eisenhower turns thumbs down on any idea of inviting Soviet leaders to the United States. Clark
says he opposes integration of white and Negro troops when the policy was adopted by the government in
Performers are not supposed to mention members of the royal family when playing before themâ€¦ Gary
Crosby, son of Bing - begins 2 years in the Army. Two older twin brothers - Dennis and Phillip are serving
with the Army in Germany. Immediate steps are taken to immunize persons who might have come in contact
with the liquid. Whereas 20 years ago two out of every three voters in the age bracket favored Franklin D.
Roosevelt, present indications are that Dwight D. The scrolls were found beside the Dead Sea in If the
treasure exists, it includes tons of gold and silverâ€¦ Alabama - A three-judge panel in federal court rules that
racial segregation on city buses in Montgomery violates the Federal Constitution. But the court took no
immediate action to issue an injunction against enforcement of city and State segregation laws. That will come
laterâ€¦ V. June 8 â€” In hospital - President Eisenhower undergoes an exploratory operation in the early
morning hours, just 24 hours after he awoke with symptoms of indigestion reminiscent of the fateful heart
attack he suffered last Sept. Peron, ousted President of Argentina, in four major citiesâ€¦ President Eisenhower
personally turns down a Russian bid for all members of the U. Joint Chiefs of staff to visit the Soviet Unionâ€¦
Gov. I answered every question. The plane, which took off from the New York airport got as far south at a
point miles east of Norfolk and turned around. Just as the plane was almost back at Idlewild 32 miles east of
Asbury Park, NJ , it began dumping fuel a normal procedure , but the fuel caught fire as it left the plane. Other
pilots say the burning fuel looked like a torch. Air Force Chief of staff. The affair followed a banquet which
was sprinkled with toasts to President Eisenhower. We believe he has the best intentions. The Communists
repelled with tank and machine gun fire, killing dozens. The city was placed under martial law and
communications have been shut offâ€¦. The House Commerce Committee approves legislation to require
manufacturers to ad a safety device to free children if they become trapped inside refrigerators. The committee
left it up to the Bureau of Standards to decide what the device should beâ€¦ July 1 â€” In Queens, NY, two
explosions of radioactive thorium wreck an atomic energy lab, injuring nine persons and routing workers in
panic. Tests were ordered and everyone at the scene is warned to seek examination. At the same time, the
Public Health Service announces that more than 17 million vaccine shots were released last month, almost
twice the amount given in any monthâ€¦ perish after two airliners, both going the same direction, collide over
the Grand Canyon. Both took off from Los Angeles and appeared to collide at 21, feet. One expert said the
odds of two planes colliding, going the same direction, were one in millionâ€¦ July 8 â€” Earthquakes and tidal
waves strike a dozen Aegean islands south of Greece and sweep across the sea to the Turkish coast. One report
said that Khrushchev said at one point he liked President Eisenhower but disliked the men around him. Dix A military air transport plane with Europe-bound servicemen and civilians aboard crashes in a pine-wooded
swamp during a rain and hail storm. The plane landed on its belly and did not burnâ€¦ July 15 â€” A military
Air Transport plane with 66 Europe-bound servicemen and civilians aboard crashes in a pine- wooded swamp
in New Jersey â€” 45 die with some 21 injured. Ambassador to Italy, was caused by arsenic poisoning. The
arsenic came from paint on the ornate ceiling of her bedroom in Rome. It sifted down in tiny amounts of dust
during the first 20 months she lived there, getting into her breakfast coffee, in hot weather, she inhaled it daily.
John Ringling North says the circus was folding its mammoth tent for the last time after a performance at
Heidelberg track. We are considering plans for the future which may involve an almost completely
mechanically controlled exhibition. It was the first surplus in five years and the fourth since â€¦ A Gallup Poll
says that over 39 million Americans believe a nuclear attack would doom their familiesâ€¦ July 22 -.
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Where The Wild Things Were from Conservation In Practice , a publication of the Society for Conservation
Biology This is not a new article, but still timely except for a few things that have been discovered since it was
written in where I have entered a notation. So, I decided to make seeing this information impossible to miss.
But are the critics missing the point? From there the visions grew frightful, exotic and dangerous beasts
swarming the Great Plains , slaughtering livestock, spreading disease, ruining rural livelihoods as far abroad as
Africa. Which was at least part of the idea. In the two pithy pages that followed, those large wild vertebrates
were spelled out in the more-familiar terms of camels, horses, tortoises, andâ€”as if to make sure no one was
nodding off in an armchairâ€”cheetahs, lions, and elephants. Yes, in the United States. The paper was partly
meant to jostle a conservation community suspected of falling asleep at the wheel. At that it succeeded. In the
first week following publication, the two lead authors received more than 1, letters and phone calls from three
continents. They saw their proposal aired on network TV and discussed in national newspapers and
magazines. Some of the comments were congratulatory, a good many of them were disparaging, a handful of
them were downright hateful. None seemed willing to venture near the soul of their proposal. Why not raise
the standard, to that more glorious and decisive moment some 13, years ago, when people first set foot in
North America? It was a profoundly optimistic invitationâ€”to elevate the very goal of conservationâ€”that
somehow got muffled amid a chorus of scorn. Maybe the authorsâ€”who do indeed see a need for elephants
and lions one day to wander the plains of North Americaâ€”had simply lost their marbles. Or could it be that
the would-be rewildersâ€”in so nakedly challenging the status quo of conservationâ€”had unveiled a flaw too
fearsome to face? Martin, a coauthor of the rewilding paper and an outspoken paleoecologist from the
University of Arizona, has been unabashedly promoting such Pleistocene visions in print and in public lectures
for 40 years. In it they prodded their colleagues to rethink more seriously the pristine myth of Their paper was
peppered with Pleistocene ambitions: Greene and Donlan often found themselves wondering about rewilding
and how such a seemingly legitimate goal for conservation had apparently gone nowhere. Among them, of
course, was the chief messenger of overkill, Paul Martin. Over easels and PowerPoint and after-hours beers,
they dissected the rewilding idea and broke it down to its factual nuts and bolts, its practical challenges and
criticisms, its societal costs and benefits. The Ladder group agreed on several sobering premises: That human
influence had utterly pervaded the planet. That the difference between then and now is at least partly, if not
principally, our own doing and therefore our duty to repair. Forests, grasslands, and savannas had evolved in
step with the Pleistocene megafauna. Their soils had been turned by trampling hooves, their seeds widely
ferried and judiciously fertilized in herbivore dung. All but the very biggest of those herbivores had in turn
been shaped in body and habit by their large predators. Were there no repercussions for such wholesale
megafaunal erasure? Reports from the field were already suggesting the feared answer. There was northern
Siberia, where about 10, years ago 1 million km2 of vibrant grasslands had suddenly vanished. They had been
replaced by infertile mossy tundraâ€”a transformation that ecologist Sergey Zimov attributes to the
disappearance of a great menagerie of Pleistocene grazers. Zimov and colleagues argue that the grassy
Siberian steppe that once fed musk oxen, mammoths, and wild horses was fed in return by the megafauna. The
legacy of the missing mammoths may run deeper still, to the frozen ground. There, some gigatons of
carbonâ€”more than twice the tonnage stored in tropical forestsâ€”lies tenuously locked in ice. As the climate
now warms at breathtaking rates, Zimov foresees the permafrost melting and those gigatons of carbon being
released skyward, feeding runaway greenhouse heating. It helps explain the urgency with which Zimov has
been leading a government-backed rewilding experiment in Siberia. Grasslands maintain colder soils than
moss-bound tundra. Signs of megafauna importance have also been coming from the sea. This hypothesis,
championed by Alan Springer and Jim Estes, followed from corroborating lines of evidence. From there, the
ecological cascade rumbled all the way to the bottom of the sea. As sea otters disappeared, their prey
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proliferated. With the new beaver ponds have come more fish and with the streamside groves more songbirds.
The list of beneficiaries goes on, from ravens and grizzlies fattening on wolf leftovers to the encouraging
number of surviving pronghorn fawns now that the lurking coyotes have been scattered by territorial wolves.
In short, the megafauna matters. Which brought the Ladder 12 to a rather imposing quandary, that of
resuscitating a graveyard of deceased species. Their answer was, in a word, proxiesâ€”close relatives and
ecological equivalents that would serve as megafaunal stand-ins, that might rekindle what the mass extinction
had extinguished. The country was already well stocked with potential candidates. Not too far from where the
Ladder 12 were sitting, some 77, large mammals were roaming the Texas hill country within the expansive
confines of game ranches. Among them were camels, cheetahs, and myriad species of African antelope.
Surviving cousins of mammoths and mastodons were living in zoos across the U. Wild Bactrian camels, on
the verge of extinction in their last holdout in the Gobi desert, might find new refuge in the prickly scrublands
of the Southwestern U. If all went well with the trial runs, perhaps one day the fences could be moved back to
accommodate grander arenasâ€”Pleistocene parksâ€”in the widest unpeopled spaces of the Great Plains. News
bureaus on both sides of the Atlantic swooped in, smelling blood. Amid the few tepid nods of approval from
the professional ranks, the jeers resounded. One even suggested they were fronting for big-money sport
gunners who shoot fenced animals. It was as though the rewilders had floated a handful of trial balloons and
nobody had noted the blimp among them. Greene began by passing around a fibrous sphere of dried plant bits
the size of a softball. Its original owner was a creature with the bulk of a grizzly bear, ambling about the inner
gorge of the Grand Canyon 11, years ago. Why not Pleistocene rewilding? To the notion that wild horses are
pests of the North American range, Greene offers this answer. Recent DNA discoveries have revised the date
of the last horses in North America to about 7, years ago and possibly even later. If conservationists can
restock the U. Greene adopts a comically incredulous tone: I know that there were no placental mammals in
Australia, let alone rabbits, until very recently. And not only were there no cane toads in Australia, there were
no bufonids! But even as he struggles to explain how the scientific discussion has so uncannily skirted the
science, it soon becomes clear that science was never really the issue. It has challenged the topmost survivor
among the megafauna to consider lightening up its 13,year death grip on dominance. It has opened new and
frightening territory. When all is done, Greene asks for questions. Nothing but softballs are returned. The
conversation is courteous, playful, apparently supportive of bringing home the Pleistocene megafauna. But
then again, this is the National Museum of Natural History, where all the elephants and lions down the hall are
stuffed. Twilight of the mammoths: Ice age extinctions and the rewilding of America. University of California
Press. Role of eco-logical history in invasive species management and conservation. Conservation Biology 18
1: Sequential megafaunal collapse in the North Pacific Ocean: An ongoing legacy of industrial whaling?
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences About the Author William Stolzenburg is a freelance
journalist researching the ecological impacts of top predators. Related articles by Zemanta.
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Wednesday, February 28, A Jurassic Inferno! Before that, I was an obsessive movie watcher and chronicler
who had visions of penning a film star guidebook which basically became irrelevant once IMDB was on its
feet and wrote reviews that simply went into a large binder and no further. The germ for this post came about
in , twenty-five years ago, when home computers were still fairly new to many people! I wrote about it first in
a letter to a magazine editor back when people still did such things. Thanks to re-releases and a 3D rendition,
it still ranks 26 in the list of highest-grossing films of all time. But upon closer inspection, I began to get a
feeling for why I liked it as much as I did, apart from the dinosaurs. There turned out to be a few pointed
similarities to another favorite of mine, one which was the top-grossing film of its own year two decades prior.
My adoration of Inferno has been well-documented here over the years. After seeing Jurassic Park, I began to
notice that even though the two films seem, on the surface, to be about as different as night and day, they
actually share a lot of commonality. This is likely due, more than anything else, to how simply formulaic
Hollywood film-making was and is over its long history. Some of these things are no-brainers, some are a bit
of a stretch, but all of it is meant to be just fun. Just pointing out a few of my own deranged thoughts. And
away we go! In both films, the protagonist is headed to an all-new, landmark project in which he has a vested
interest. He arrives by helicopter over a vast expanse of water as rousing, almost heraldic music by John
Williams plays along. Chief protagonist of JP is Sam Neill, who will receive full funding of his archeological
dig for five years if he signs off his approval on a staggering, one-of-a-kind park featuring real, cloned
dinosaurs. The settings of both films are completely unique. The island of Isla Nubar in Costa Rica, is
crawling with potentially dangerous creatures who cannot be found anywhere else. The Glass Tower of TI is a
then-unheard-of stories of office and living space. Before long, it will be crawling with flames at almost every
turn. Both locales have a helipad built-in for aid in access or, hopefully, departure! The man in charge of
Jurassic Park is an older, bespectacled gent Oscar-winning producer and director Richard Attenborough who is
seeing a dream come true. The man in charge of The Glass Tower is an older, bespectacled gent
Oscar-winning actor William Holden who is also seeing a dream come true. Neill has a longtime girlfriend
Laura Dern who he has yet to propose to. He she as well is dirty and dusty and her shoulder length hair hangs
freely. Her shoulder length hair also hangs freely and he is unshaven from being in the woods. When Dern
arrives at the Park and when Dunaway arrives at the party, their shoulder length locks are now done up into a
twist and they are sporting earrings. For obvious reasons, Miss Faye wins in the glamour department! Both
settings have cavernous lobbies, with multi-layered entrances. Both establishments are kept in operation by a
substantial computer system. Simpson, who was then practically a national hero thanks to his football career,
is slightly annoying to watch now because of what he later evolved into, the less said about that the better Best
to just disengage from that while viewing and try to remember what he once signified. In both movies, the
high-tech equipment available lets down the people trapped there time and again. Jurassic Park has a corrupt
computer expert Wayne Knight whose personal greed causes the near complete destruction of the facility and
the loss of many lives. The Glass Tower has a corrupt executive Richard Chamberlain whose personal greed
causes the near complete destruction of the facility and the loss of even more lives. Chamberlain has a
gluttonous need for money and sex. Knight has a gluttonous need for money Both men perish in rather
gut-churning ways, and due to their own selfishness, paying for their misdeeds in kind. Both places also have
a highly loyal employee on hand who will do whatever possible to help resolve the dilemma before them.
Both men perish in horrific ways despite their loyalty to the company that employs them. In the book, his
character survived Both movies force the people hoping to survive to dig out the original blueprints of the area
in question and refer to them for information. Both movies depict power failure and the negative impact that it
has on the proceedings. Each of the male protagonists is a man who is either unfamiliar with or generally
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uncomfortable around children, yet must become intimately acquainted with them over the course of the story.
Single, childless Neill and Newman both help a young girl descend from a tall height with her clasped firmly
to his back. Jurassic Park has unmanned Ford Explorers, running along a track, whose see-through glass
ceilings allow passengers to look up at all the stunning sights of the location. The Glass Tower has unmanned
scenic elevators with see-through glass walls that allow passengers to look out at all the stunning sights of the
location. Both of these mechanisms turn into glass-enclosed, potential deathtraps. In JP, the children are
terrorized by a T-Rex who butts up against the vehicle, knocking it off its track and pushing the window out of
its frame. In TI, the people in the elevator are terrorized by an explosion that knocks the elevator off its track,
with one of the windows being pushed out of its frame! After this, they are faced with even more terrifying
experiences! In JP, the children are pursued through a stainless steel kitchen by vicious raptors. In TI, the
children are placed in the scenic elevator which is soon blasted off its track and left dangling by a cable many
stories in the air. Both films separate the protagonist for a substantial period of time from his female love
interest. In JP, Neill and Dern finally spy each other across a lawn and she runs into his arms for an embrace.
In TI, Newman finally makes his way into the Promenade Room, where Dunaway has been trapped, and they
fall into an embrace. Almost needless to say, neither protagonist has any desire to do further business with the
developer who brought them to the place. Neill informs Attenborough that he will not be endorsing the park.
He even goes so far as to suggest that Holden is a de facto murderer out of his neglectful behavior. Finally, by
the time the destructive forces of each film have had their way, there is precious little left of the locale. The
Glass Tower is both burned and flooded. The Duncan Enterprises motto "We Build For Life" is shown
admittedly earlier than the climax ironically slipping down and burning. Were you surprised by any of this or
did you find it interesting? Did I make a believer out of you at all? Have I forgotten anything? Look, I made it
through the whole thing and never once tried to make a comparison out of the dinosaur bones of Jurassic Park
and the premier fossil of The Towering Inferno, Fred Astaire! Just kidding, we love you, Fred. I drew these
comparisons at a time when the s disaster movie was being derided by many critics and film scholars
something that often holds true still today! I wanted to make the point that even though people often looked
down their noses at the disaster genre or omitted it from film history publications, it was actually still alive and
well, but with a little tweaking. I enjoyed that one and saw it three times in release, too, though it ultimately
was the film that sent me veering away from modern cinema when I realized just how much of it was CGI, a
process I now avoid like the plague
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"The phallic forestThe image of a sort of deathThe nembutal storyDexter intrudes into the short story embassy but is
deleted from the book of the same nameDon't go having kittensCome down to the cottage for the weekendThe fossil
evidence re-runLike rat turds to meFrom his apperceptions of the terribleness of thingsA.

Maybe I was tired! Apart from one cheesecake illustration pasted inside a cabinet door, no females appear in
this movie whatsoever! To back pedal for a moment, PT was based on the exploits of a young naval lieutenant
during WWII who, because of his personal health and family connections, easily could have ridden out the
war comfortably at home, but who instead opted to see action in the Pacific, ultimately emerging as a hero to
his men and others. John Fitzgerald Kennedy, a man who later became a U. Despite a bad back, he convinced
his superiors to let him work in the Pacific theater and even command a small, more
easily-maneuverable-than-bulkier-vessels, boat: The ship had seen hard action and needed to be repaired and
restored, but he and his small crew did so, eventually putting the vessel back into service where it could be
used in rescues, cover, distractions and so forth. The beginning of PT focuses on young Kennedy as portrayed
by Cliff Robertson coming to the islands and requesting command of the boat. Among his motley crew are
none other than Robert Blake and Norman Fell! He was acquitted in the murder trial, but found guilty in a
separate civil case and wound up in career and financial oblivion his acting career had come to a close a half a
decade prior to the killing. Fell was a longstanding character actor best known for playing the persnickety,
nosy landlord Mr. There is also a row of sailors shown showering with makeshift tanks and nozzles amusingly
labeled with the names of various alcohol types. The man Robertson reports to is played by the beautiful Grant
Williams best known as The Incredible Shrinking Man, , who makes a rather unforgettable entrance in the
movie. Robertson enters his tent to find him stretched out in wide-screen Panavision! Let me say that again
and offer a closer look Dreamy Grant Williams asleep on a cot! Sadly, it becomes obvious that Williams is
wearing some sort of very tight, compressive briefs under his boxers I spit on you, costumer Alexis Davidoff!!
I especially like his hair mussed like this, versus neatly combed. In a true gift to moviegoers everywhere
especially ones who like beefcake! If for no other reason, fans of hunky Hardin owe it to themselves to sit
through or perhaps skim through PT just to see him alternately lumbering and high-tailing it around. Hardin
was typically very fit, but lean, and in this movie he is far more bulked up than most fans are probably used to.
His burly, solid frame and chiseled features make him look like the type of sailor that would make even
notorious artist Tom of Finland standup and take notice! The first time I saw it, I nearly burst out laughing, but
trust me, when you see him in action, it grows on you He brings a certain level of confidence and swagger that
by this point in the movie is most welcome. Publicity at the time heralded the presence of three
second-generation celebrities working on the picture. Tony Hope son of Bob was an associate producer while
David Whorf son of a film producer and William Douglas son of a Supreme Court justice had featured roles as
seamen. The White House was directly involved with several aspects of the making of PT By-then President
Kennedy had some stipulations regarding the movie. One was that it be an accurate portrayal of the events
which it was, to a point. Also, the profits had to be dispersed to the survivors of the doomed boat and their
families. Veteran director Lewis Milestone was selected instead, who had helmed All Quiet on the Western
Front , A Walk in the Sun , Pork Chop Hill and the recent box office disaster Mutiny on the Bounty , which
went grotesquely over-budget and was legendary for the bad behavior of its star, Marlon Brando. Milestone
wanted a better script and had to be out of his mind to do another picture on the water after Mutiny! Thus, this
somewhat expensive production, with glistening and lush cinematography by Robert Surtees, wound up in the
hands of a less than brilliant moviemaker. Kennedy also had final say in the casting. Probably one of the most
apt contenders, at least physically, was Edd Byrnes shown here , who had the lean, slight build of a young
JFK, similar facial characteristics and an unquestionably prominent and famous thatch of hair that would have
helped put the casting over. Finally, Kennedy settled on Robertson, who only vaguely resembled him, was too
old for the part, had a very hairy chest and made no attempt at an accent at all! Better things were soon to
come, though, when he won an Oscar for Charly Robertson got a major career boost out of this, being
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photographed with a scale model of the title boat The movie does contain several attack sequences, multiple
bits of sea action and a vivid collision between PT and a Japanese destroyer, which turns fiery. Here, the
photography is painterly and almost too pretty at times to be appropriate for what is going on, but Hardin sure
looks good during it and is very considerate of a fellow sailor who is badly burned. Once the men are
shipwrecked on an uninhabited island, they loll around discontentedly while Robertson attempts to find food
and help, wondering what on earth they ought to do to pass the long, boring days. This is where I could have
given them a few suggestions! What would you find to do if you were stranded in the middle of nowhere with
a tan, blonde, built Ty Hardin?? Robertson eventually gets help in the form of two native men who take an
unripe coconut with a message carved in it to a U. Naval station, where a rescue plan is put into place. You
know I rarely miss the chance to highlight any bulge potential even in a movie with bilge! Throughout the
movie you can spot Robertson dressed left in his khaki uniform. Listen, as well-meaning as this movie was
and it became even more of a reverential tribute to JFK after the fact of his assassination five months after its
release , it could be less than dazzling to sit through certain stretches of it, so we have to find our
entertainment in it any way we can! Take what good you can find and like it.
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He lives in a dangerous neighbourhood at the fictional address of apartment 3J at East Racine,[2] and later at
the consulate itself, after his apartment building was burnt down. The character is portrayed by Canadian actor
Paul Gross. Described as an "outdoors Sherlock Holmes ",[4] his behaviour often leads to the frustration of his
de facto partner, Chicago detective Raymond Vecchio , played by David Marciano. His other "best friend," a
deaf half-wolf, Diefenbaker , named after the Canadian Prime Minister, John Diefenbaker , reads lips in both
English and Inuktitut , and often assists in the capture of criminals. He is usually called "Fraser" by his friends
and colleagues - some old friends will call him Benton or Ben at times. Character Benton Fraser was
conceived in an igloo , according to his father , and was born out in a field, and grew up in Inuvik, Northwest
Territories ; and Tuktoyaktuk, Northwest Territories. After his mother was killed when he was still young,
Benton was raised by his paternal grandparents, who were traveling librarians. His mother, Caroline, was
killed when he was an 8-year-old boy, and his father, Bob Fraser , played by Canadian actor Gordon Pinsent ,
was murdered in the pilot episode, at this point, Benton had been with the RCMP for 13 years. Bob, or "Fraser
Sr. Other relatives include an Uncle Tiberius , who died wrapped in Cabbage leaves , which the family
assumes to have been a freak accident , first mentioned in "The Gift of the Wheelman" in season 1, and an
Aunt Winnie, mentioned only in "Perfect Strangers", in season 3. Fraser has had an unfortunate recurring
relationship with Victoria Metcalf, a bank robber with whom he became infatuated after pursuing her into and
then helping her survive a lengthy winter storm. After the storm was over, Fraser turned Victoria in to the
authorities and she was sent to prison. That episode fades with Fraser looking at a slightly crumpled
black-and-white photo of her. She later resurfaced in Chicago, blackmailing Fraser into helping her use the
money from the bank robbery to buy jewels on the black market, threatening to have Ray Vecchio framed for
corruption. She left Chicago soon after her plot unraveled, and was not seen again. Having little experience
with romantic matters, Fraser appears to have suppressed his emotions, often for comic effect in the series, and
buried himself in the masculine pursuits of law enforcement and campcraft. His super-human detective
abilities provide humorous contrast with his inability to interact with women. His fixation upon the criminal
Metcalf, and later, his superior officer, Margaret Thatcher , no relation to the British prime minister , was
unreasonable, and he may have used his attraction to an unavailable woman as a mechanism for avoiding
change in his own life. Fraser Sr tries to get his son to understand that the woman is not the one who is
vulnerable, but Benton. Fraser eventually discovered he had a half-sister, Maggie MacKenzie, in the season
four episode Hunting Season. Because Bob Fraser is her father, she can also see his ghost. Fraser wears his
uniform stetson hat both in uniform and out. When he loses it, he seems to get into trouble. Fans of the show
have thus nicknamed it the Stetson of Invulnerability. He frequently only has Canadian currency with him as it
is "regulation" to be paid in that currency. The neighbourhood is dangerous, but Fraser liked the apartment for
its close proximity to his workplace. Series finale Fraser would eventually return to Canada and, along with
Stanley Kowalski, set out on an adventure to find the hand of Sir John Franklin , an explorer who disappeared
while trying to discover the Northwest Passage. As the series ended with the beginning of their expedition, it
is unknown what has happened to Fraser or Kowalski since then.
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And Naomi, the daughter of Michael Howard Wildingâ€”Taylor's son with the second of her seven husbands, Michael
Wilding, is one of seven grandchildren, and one great-grandchild (Finn McMurray), carrying on Taylor's fight to spread
HIV/AIDS awareness.

No biblical account has raised as many questions and has generated as much controversy as Noah and the ark.
The story in the Bible is just the beginning! Was the massive ark seaworthy? Did the Flood cover the whole
earth? Has the ark been found on Mount Ararat? Where can you see the ark today? These questions and more
are answered in NOAH: The Noah story as told in the Bible 2. Flood stories around the world 3. Was the
Flood global or local? How big was the ark and how was it built? How did Noah gather and take care of the
animals? Pilgrims have searched for the ark on Mount Ararat for thousands of years. Noah goes to Hollywood;
Noah in movies and television 9. The Real Story answers your questions about Noah, the Flood, the animals,
the ark, and the search. Jennifer Shaw Wolf Language: Rachel died at two a. Three hours after Skyler kissed
me for the first time. Forty-five minutes after she sent me her last text. Jaycee and Rachel were best friends.
But that was before. Before Rachel shut Jaycee out. Before Jaycee chose Skyler over Rachel. Then Rachel is
found dead. The police blame a growing gang problem in their small town, but Jaycee is sure it has to do with
that night at the old house. In the follow-up to her stunning debut, Jennifer Shaw Wolf keeps readers on their
toes in another dark, romantic story of murder and secrets. Wipf and Stock Publishers Format Available:
Church tradition has long held that humanity arose from two people living in a garden of paradise in the
Mesopotamian basin roughly six thousand years ago. Scientists now have abundant evidence that the human
population never numbered less than ten thousand, originated out of Africa hundreds of thousands of years
ago, and descended from ancestors that we share in common with several other species some now extinct,
some still living. Is it possible to make these two starkly different worldviews agree, or do we have to choose
one and discard the other? This book will summarize the fossil and genetic discoveries that support the
scientific view, and then address the impact that this has upon many Christian theological tenets. In the
process, it presents many examples of the church adjusting long-held traditions and teachings in the face of
scientific advances, as well as examples of how we often hold two seemingly contradictory ideas together
without feeling a need to discard one of them. Many theologians have written on this topic without adequately
incorporating the scientific aspects. Many others have addressed the science without exploring the impact on
theology. This book accomplishes both. Lieberman and his partner, Bill Hanrahan, are hell or heaven bent on
making the mean streets of Chicago just a little safer. As usual they have their hands full. Three prominent
members of the Turkish community are all brutally murdered and Lieberman works to find out what, if
anything, ties these murders together. Bill Hanrahan finds himself assigned to a case where a hospitalized chef
claims to have been beaten by two people and shot by a third, a bespectacled Chinese man. Both men struggle
to do the right thing even if it means bending the letter if not the spirit of the law.
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